[Infiltrating transitional carcinoma of the bladder (4). Our approach to stage pT2 and critique of other risk factors. Multifactorial analysis].
From the analysis of our experience with pT2 and pT3a tumours it could be deduced that the former have better prognosis. The papillary appearance, invasion in a wide front and extent, whether with good or moderate differentiation, in T2 are signs of good prognosis, as well as the non-existence of unilateral dilation or an effaced kidney. Considering the good evolution obtained with radical cystectomy only, these patients should be recruited for study in order to see whether evolution with bladder preservation is similar. Patients with pT2 tumours should not be included in protocols to evaluate the efficacy of adjuvant therapies used with surgery. The evolution is not equivalent to that expected in tumours of deeper invasion.